The electrolytic separation factor of hydrogen isotopes is one of important criteria for the mechanism of the hydrogen electrode reaction, inasmuch as it brings about a straightforward information about the critical complex of the rate-determining step '12) .
In their recent paper, to be referred to as I, KEII and one of the present authors') calculated theoretically the deuterium separation factor, SD, on the basis of the slow discharge mechanism, and showed that the mechanism is quite unsatisfactory for explaining the observed values.
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the calculation to the case of the tritium separation factor, ST, and to confirm further the concl usion of 1. 
Now the similar expression for ST is obtained from (1.1) and (1.2) by replacing the quantities relating to the deuteron critical complex * (D) and to the HDO molecule by similar quantities for the triton complex * (T) and for the HTO molecule, respectively:
The factor QHTO/2QH,O in (1) is calculated by the similar expression to (1.4) with the molecular constants') in Table 1 , and the equilibrium constant KT is assumed to be unity, regarding the nearly unity value of Kn. Then we have The calculation of the factor (q*(H)/q*,T» requires the knowledge of the potential surfaces for the critical complexes. For Hg, Ni and Ag electrodes, we can make use of the surfaces computed in I, on the basis of potential fun~tions proposed by PARSONS and BOCKRIS 5 \ and RUETSCHI and DELAHAY 6). Since, however, the experimental data 7 ) of ST are available only for a Pt electrode, we have also computed the potential surface for a Pt electrode following the procedures of the above authors and of 1. As. described in I. the potential surface is determined by the potential energy functions for the initial and final states, V(H+) and V (H), and the distance D between thecentt'es of the metal atom and the water molecule. PARSONS and BOCKRIS') used the following expres- has not yet been spectroscopically determined for the Pt-H molecule,
we have made the following choice: A: was evaluated to be -62.9 Kcal by RUETSCHI and DELARA y6); a' was determined by the relation between the MonsE constants, Finally, the metal atom-water molecule distance D was determined on the assumption, From the potential surface thus determined, the force constant IC* of the critical complex * (H) on a Pt electrode was computed similarly as 1. The result is tabulated in Table 2 , together with those for Hg-, Ni-and Ag-electrodes computed in I.
Using the values of force constants in Table 2 , and the expressions (1.8) and (1.9) as well as the similar ones for tritium, one can easily calculate the vibrational frequencies of the critical complexes, the partition functions, q*(H) and q*(T), in (2), and hence the values of ST from (2). The final results are tabulated also in Table 2 . The MORSE function for Pt-H was determined in the present paper on some assumptions, as the spectroscopic data have not been known yet. But the value of ST will be scarecely changed, as actual calculations show, by any reasonable variations of the MORSE constants and of D, and moreover is expected to become a little larger than the calculated values in Table 2 , for the equilibrium constant KT must be larger than unity, considering the fact that KD has the value of 1.07 at 20'0°). In fact, the slow discharge mechanism requires that the vibrational frequency I-'H of * (H) must be 1130 cm -I in order to give the observed value of ST = 14, even if K T = 1. This value of I-'H corresponds to the multiplication of the force constant 11,* by a factor of about 5, which could hardly be covered any reasonable variation of the potential function, too. Table 3 shows, on the other hand, the theoretical values 3)9)1l) of SD as well as ST, which were calculated on the basis of the catalytic and the electrochemical mechanisms, together with the experimental ones2)7)I2)J3). Here one may observe that the calculated values of the separation factor depend strongly on the mechanisms, but are only slightly affected by different choices of potential functions (compare the values for Pt, Ni and Ag, of the same mechanism).
Evidently, the catalytic and the electrochemical mechaniSms are successful in explaining the observed values, whereas the results of the slow dis~harge mechanism are unsatisfactory. This situation, as pointed out in I, is to be attributed to the fact that the critical complex of the slow discharge mechanism is "monatomic", and on the other hand those of the other mechanisms consist of two hydrogen atoms, which are "molecularly" bound: the former is more free to move compared with the latter, giving rise to the too small vibrational frequencies and hence the too large separation factor. The present authors wish to express their sincere thanks to Professor J. HomuTI for his valuable advice and discussion on the present work.
